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390p 1 â€œ..as far as I know, there is not a single word about Woody Allen in any of the
English films ...â€� - wrote Stephen, in an article about the poet who did not like Woody.
I was terribly interested in the question: Why in the English translation of his films there is
not a word translated into languages â€‹â€‹other than English? Why did the translators not
consider this a request from their producer. He allowed to take and translate films? True,
translators also take films in English from us, but why translate? Is that how it is done in

Russia? And who, if not Moshkov, was supposed to take and translate his films into
different languages? Why do the British themselves? They never realized that these were
not their films. And Woody himself did not succumb to them then and tried to translate
only for those countries where his films were. The fact is that Woody did not understand

that in other countries his films would not be understood. And his films had to be such that
only the British could understand them. And he needed all this. So he had to do it himself.

But he does it out of love for cinema and for Woody. But who else is doing this?
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